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39. Expansion in Bessel Functions.

(1)

By Tosio KITA(AWA.

Mathematical Institute, Faculty of Science, Osaka Imperial University.

(Comm. by T. YosI., M.I.A., May 12, 1937.)

1. Recently J. DelsarteD indicated a ormal process o expanding
arbitrary unction, and proposed the question to discuss its convergence.
In this paper we will give some sucient conditions or the convergence
o Bessel expansions under his -formulation. The method is that used
by us in a memoir on Cauchy’s series.

Let f() be a function defined over (0, ) (o > 1) and satisfying
the following two conditions that (1) z2/f(z) is Lebesque-integrable
in (0, w), and that (2) lira z f(z)=0.

Let us put, after Delsarte,3)

j(ix)= 2F(P+ 1) J(Ix)

+[Y,(,x)J(;t$) J,(x) Y,(,)]f()d$

The section of Delsarte series is, then, given by the contour-integral)

(a) s(x;f)- 2 [j(2x)]

where the con is com of the gment (on the imaginy axis)
from ifl to -ip and the ce plac in the positive half-plane which
starts from -ip and ends at ip, mting the l is at . Let
desiate the par of which long to the first and the rough

quadrants by ) and D rctively.
As the continuity of the liner functionnal 8 we ume the

following Prorty (C): if {f,(x)} is an arbitrary quence of func-
tions everywhere differentiable in the inrval [0, lJ, and if the con-
vergences of {A(x)} and {f(x)} their rtive limits f(x) and
if(x) happen at each int of the inrval [0, 1], then [f,(x)] nds
to ()].

1) J. Del" (I) Sur un principe gnrale de development des fonctinos d’une
variable relle en srie de fonctions entires. C. R. Pis, 200 (1935). (II) Sur l’appli-
tion d’un principle gnral de dvelopment des fonctions d’une vaable, aux ries
de fonctions de Bell. C.R. Pis, 2 (1935). (III) Sur unp de dvelopment
des fonctions en sries et sur quelques applitions. J. Math. pes appl., IX. s. 1
97-102 (1936).

2) T. Kigawa: On the thry of linear tmnslable functional uation and
Cauchy’s es. Jape Jou. Math. 13 (1937) (under pre).

3) e Delr (III) pp. 97-1.
4) In Cerin in this expreion is more general than the Del’s formuh-

tion where 8[j(x)] always simple zero-ints. We assu that 8[j(x)] ds
t vanish on the whole imagina is including the origin.
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Under these terminologies and the assumptions we will give
Theorem I. Let there be a sequence of the contour {(})such

that, for any given positive numbers and ’, we have, uniformly in
the interval ’ q 1-,

(4)

and

(I)

(II)

/J(2q)e-qa

[ J(x)

/J(q)e

(III)

x ] Idai-O(1)

d =O(1),

as r tends to infinity. Then the differences

(5)

d =0(1)

Z Jo o

tend to zero, uniformly in any closed interval interior to the open
interva (0,1), as r tends to infinity, where we select a positive number
d such that 1 +d < and d

_
.

This theorem contains the well-known convergence-theorems of series
of Fourier-Bessel and Bessel-Dini, as one may be convinced if he puts
[f(x)J=f(b) (b= 1) and [f(x)J=(H+p)f(b)+bf’(b) (b= 1) respectively.
In the following we will give the outline of the proof of this theorem.

2. Lemma 1. Under the hypothesis of Theorem I, the integrals
defined by

’9 L - J 0

T(’)(x ;f)-/
[ J,(Jx) +’J(J)f()d dJ(7)

and

(s)

1) We assume that r is contained in the region enclosed by {r+l and the dis-
tances among r and the origin tend to infinity as r tends to infinity.
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tend to zeros uniformly concerning x in the dosed interval [y, 1-
as r tends to infinity, y and " being any given positive numbers.

Proof. The asymptotic expansion of the Bessel function J(tx)
and the Titchmarsh’s theorem give us that

(9) +e+’J(e)f(e)ge
0

and that, for =0, 1,
, +a +,. Y(2)}f()d}e |J (ae)YAax) JAax)

Es.(a, ) eiaa, for I(2)< 0

Et (2, ) e_ad for i(2) > 0

where E(a, x) denote functions which tend to zero as 12]-,
Consequently, as r tends to infinity, it follows that

(11) T"( ;f)=o d J,(2x) ’]

anti that, reminding tho eotinuity-prorty ol tho linear flmelional

(13) U(x ;f)=o
eD .d,(2x)z, d2

By virtue of the hypothesis (I) (II) and (III), these three relations
just obtained lead us to the result, which we were to prove.

Lemma 2. Under the Hypothesis of Theorem I, we have

(14) V,(z;f)----2I. J[j,(ax)] "[-2x

0

1) See G. N. Watson: Treatise on the theory of Bessel functions. (1922) chapter VII.
pp. 196-200. Specially see 7.21. Asymptotic expansions of J(z), J-(z) and Y(z).

2) See E. C. Titchmarsh: Pro London Math. So 25 (1926).
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where E(x, ;j) tend to zero uniformly concerning x in the dosed
interval [, 1-’] as r tends to infinity, and being any given
positive numbers.

Proof. The decomposition of the integral V(x;]) into the two
parts corresponding to (Y() and (o respectively, gives us, in view
of (2),

2/)(x; f)

+2--T()(x; f).

In the first and the third integrals of the right-hand side let us
transform the paths of integration as follows:

lii iir
Then, reminding the formula J(-x)-e-J(x),) the sum of

these two integrals turns to be equal to the sum of the first two terms
of the right-hand side in (14). Hence, in view of Lemma 1, we reach
the result to be proved.

\ //

(16)

This yields us

(17)

1) See Watson, loc. cit. Chapter III. p. 75. There z is in the first or the second
quadrant in the complex z-plane.
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Remembering the formulae

Y,( z) e’’ Y,(z) 2i cos lrJ(z),

we obtain that the first contour-integral of the right-hand side of
(17) is equal to

(18) 1

2j(x) 8 u

and that the second contour-integral is equal to

(19)

Consequently, in virtue of Lemma 2, we reach

(20)
X J0 0

+E(:, ;f)

which, in view of Hankel’s theorem, completes the proof of our
theorem.

3. After some modifications of the proof we obtain
Theorem II. In addition o he assumptions of f() let us assume

that f(x) is of bounded variation in [0, m].
Then in the hypothesis to Theorem I, we may adopt

(21)

(I’)
J(2q)e-q

_
H)(x),, 1 IdOl--o(1)

d =o(I)
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(III’)
J,(q)

Ii =o(1),

and the Condusion remains true.


